Quantitative evaluation by computer-based video densitometry of film response to different isotopes and fluorographic treatments.
Previous investigations of fluorographic methods have generally reported the minimum level of radioactivity that can be detected for a given length of exposure or the amount of radioactivity needed to reach a given optical density value. Even when the full characteristic curve is given, comparisons with other published values are difficult or, if different lengths of exposures are used, impossible. Computer-based video densitometry was used to evaluate different fluorographic methods. Sections of polyacrylamide gels with uniform distributions of either 35S or 125I radioactivity were embedded with different fluors and used to expose X-ray film for various lengths of time. Due to its compatibility with algorithms used in densitometry, the effectiveness of various treatments was evaluated by fitting relevant parameters to a modified Hill-type equation. The two parameters that were affected by treatments were the amount of radioactivity needed to half-saturate the film (ED50, or the midpoint) and the slope at the midpoint. The relationship between length of exposure and film density was investigated. Since the ED50 values for both 35S and 125I were found to vary in a linear fashion with respect to 1/time, one can determine the ED50 for lengths of exposure not reported. A unique feature of this method of evaluating effectiveness of different treatments, therefore, is that it is possible to compare films that were exposed for different lengths of time. The method of presenting data used here overcomes many of the difficulties in comparing different fluorographic and film treatments, is compatible with the needs of computer-based densitometry, and is suggested as a useful way in which to present the relationship among isotopes, fluors, and films.